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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2017 REPORTS 
 

PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT 
 
Since its inception 8 years ago, the North Shore Community Garden Society has grown from one garden to seven 

gardens. All of this has been done with the dedication of a few volunteers serving on the board and the wonderful folks 

who work so hard as garden coordinators.  

 

Since volunteering to serve as president in November of 2015, I have had a lot of learning to do. I do not have a 

community garden plot but I had been aware of the society for many years. I was fortunate to take over from a 

president who developed a lot of supporting documents and made sure that the next person could benefit from her 

knowledge and experience. I was also fortunate that there were board members and garden coordinators with a long 

history in the gardens to answer questions and point the way when I needed guidance.  

 

In the spring, we applied for and received a Living City grant from the City of North Vancouver to make some 

renovations to the Queen Mary Community Garden. Dianna Allen did a fabulous job managing this project. The garden 

now has new gates that work properly replacing the old ones which were held together with bike inner tubes. Rotting 

boards and posts were replaced, compost bins were repaired, and new soil was added to stop the soil from leeching 

downward into other plots. This spring, the shed and picnic table will be power washed and painted, the last of the big 

projects funded by the grant. Many thanks to the City of North Vancouver for their financial support of this community 

garden.  

 

One of the endeavours we started this year was looking for a Grant and Donor Research Volunteer. After a bit of a false 

start with someone who had to resign, Jeff Stacey from Queen Mary stepped forward, and has begun to look into 

funding sources for both new and established gardens. This will probably be a longer term project but we want to begin 

to whittle down our long waiting lists. 

 

A couple of reminders for our gardeners: The first is a reminder to check out our website 

www.northshorecommunitygardensociety.ca where you will find such pages as garden news, public events of interest to 

our members, gardening resources, recipes, and a question and answer page.  The second is a reminder to come out to 

hear Mary Ellen MacCallum, a Vancouver Master Gardener, who gives free monthly talks at the Lynn Valley Lions 

garden. She is also happy to answer your gardening questions after the talk. She is a wealth of information! 

 

A few of our board members whose terms are up this year have decided not to return: Mary Sharkey (who served as 

treasurer for the past year) and at-large members, Patti Smyth, Heidi Jakop, and Karin Weidner. Thank you for your 

service to our community gardens, and we wish you well in your next projects. 

 

We are also saying goodbye to Emily Jubenvill who was our board representative from the Edible Garden Project for the 

past few years. I personally want to thank her for her invaluable service to me, the NSCGS board, and the North Shore 

garden community. She is leaving EGP this spring, and we wish her the best of everything in her new endeavours. 

 

During the year, we brought on new garden coordinators at Queen Mary, Lynn Valley Lions, Garibaldi Park, Lillooet, and 

Charros community gardens. We thank the outgoing coordinators for their tireless service to their gardens and welcome 

the new coordinators to their roles.  

 

http://www.northshorecommunitygardensociety.ca/
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Managing the gardens in many cases is a monumental task and we appreciate all the hard work the volunteer garden 

coordinators do in their spare time to make our gardens great. People want a plot in community gardens for many 

reasons: save money on their food bills, enjoy the freshness and flavour of home-grown produce or the beauty and 

aroma of the flowers, get some fresh air and exercise, interact with the other gardeners.  

 

In addition to working in their own plots, we ask that our gardeners put in volunteer hours with the compost and in the 

other spaces in the garden.  We hope our gardeners will remember that the two words – community and garden – 

indicate that we all are working together to make our gardens something to be proud of in our neighbourhood.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Susan Brennan   

President  
North Shore Community Garden Society 
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QUEEN MARY COMMUNITY GARDEN ANNUAL REPORT 
 

A year of changes at the garden is the best way to sum up 2016.  We changed over 8 plots in the Spring and welcomed 
some very patient folks into the garden who had been on the waitlist for over 4 years, we changed coordinators three 
times, we changed the layout of our perimeter gardens, and we made a lot of improvements in the garden, thanks to a 
grant from the City of North Vancouver.  
 
The new garden coordinators who took over the garden in late 2015 started the year by welcoming new gardeners into 
the garden and our first big work party tackled the sorry state of the public grass areas in the garden that had been savaged 
by crows and squirrels, digging for chafer beetles.  Under the encouraging hands of Trevor Kennell, a microclover and grass 
mixture was reseeded in one large area to see if we could replace the lawn with something more durable - and it turned 
into a lush green carpet that weathered the sun, the rain and the cold, so we’ll expand that idea this coming spring!  
 
The coordinators determined by early summer that the time commitment to the garden was more than they were able to 
meet, and the Board asked Dianna, the former garden coordinator, to step back in and keep things going until new 
coordinators could be found.  In July, Dianna came back on board to finish out the year and happily, in November of 2016, 
was able to bring on Jayme Chisholm and Aline Bennett as the new garden coordinators for Queen Mary.  
 
There was a lot of interest in Queen Mary Garden as a public community 
space this year, with multiple groups interested in using the gardens as 
display areas, or for art installations, or as public interaction space.  After 
considering many ideas and proposals, we felt it was best to keep with the 
gardening theme of the area, and so three ‘Lifespaces’ boxes were installed 

in the perimeter gardens next 
to the public sidewalk.  These 
boxes, which feature a unique 
self watering system, will be 
filled this spring with 
interactive plants and grasses, 
encouraging young and old 
alike to put their hands in the 
dirt and feel the plants and 
foliage - quite a departure 
from the usual ‘hands off’ 
policy of most gardens!  On 
the other side of the sidewalk 

under the fruit trees, a large berm was constructed by EGP, which is known 
as ‘Hugukultur’, a system of rotting stumps and decomposing brush buried 
in the ground to create a watering channel and enriched environment to 
encourage good growing mediums and water retention to keep the fruit 
trees thriving.  
 
In addition to stepping back into the garden as temporary coordinator, 
Dianna was also fortunate enough to head up some long-needed 
renovations in the garden, thanks to a Living City Grant the garden 
received from the City of North Vancouver.  The broken gates at Queen 
Mary were all replaced, rotting plot boards were repaired and five huge 
pods of soil were distributed throughout the garden.  Our resident 
handyman Louis took on repairing some of the plots and the compost bins, 
as well as the deck on the back of the shed that holds the rain barrels.  The 
interior of the shed was totally revamped - during the worst rainstorm of 
the season! - and this spring, we’ll be painting the shed and the picnic 
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table, so they are once again bright red, and a landmark in the neighbourhood.  The shed renovation was a massive 
undertaking, and with Dianna, Trevor and Colleen, and their handyman friends, Fred and Brenda, who worked a whole 
day for free - well, we did buy them a sandwich! - the shed has taken on a whole new level of accessibility and organization, 
so EGP and the garden can store everything they need, and more importantly, find it when they need it.  Queen Mary 
Garden was started in 2009, so after 7 years in the sun and rain and snow, there was a need for some repairs and a facelift, 
and we are so thankful to the City for their generous grant.  While Aline and Jayme have taken over as the new 
coordinators, Dianna will stay on as the renovation project manager until the jobs are all finished, and the money has all 
been spent, so watch for the newly painted shed this year, and the extension of our microclover seeding.  
 
Of course, the regular jobs around the garden were all taken on 
with a great group of volunteers, who can be counted on every 
year to work above and beyond the call.  This year, in addition to 
looking after their own plots and growing a massive amount of 
food - including a bumper crop of tomatoes! - our volunteers 
joined work parties where we moved five pods of soil into 60 
different plots, ripped out a huge infestation of blackberry canes 
that managed to ‘attack’ just about everyone who worked that 
night, moved four truck loads of leaves from the boulevard into 
storage for the coming year, kept the perimeter gardens weeded 
and watered and tackled the entire fence line around the garden 
by trimming back all the vines, and digging out all the weeds 
under the fence.  We all feel extremely lucky to have the garden, 
but the garden is just as lucky to have such a dedicated and hard 
working core group of gardeners, who never cease to amaze us with their willingness to keep the garden looking like a 
showpiece in the centre of the City.  Thank you to everyone who gives their time and makes the garden a better place to 
be.  
    

Respectfully submitted, 

Jayme Chisholm, Aline Bennett and Dianna Allen 

Garden Coordinators 
Queen Mary Community Garden 
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LILLOOET PARK COMMUNITY GARDEN ANNUAL REPORT 
 

As we end another gardening season, we reflect on how 

quickly the year has come and gone. 

 

At the last AGM, we created 7 sub-committees to target 

areas around the garden. The “Outside Border 

Committee” has been busy digging, dividing, pruning, 

planting and we can’t wait to see what the coming 

season will bring. We also created a blueberry patch in 

the south end of the garden by moving some existing 

plants and purchasing a few more. Be sure to visit the 

patch for a few berries as you tend to your garden. 

Other sub-committees such as the herb garden, 

watering the border plants, bindweed pull, shed tidy and 

inside border plants are off to a good start. We will continue to improve in each of these areas and welcome gardeners 

to join a sub-committee if they haven’t already. Maintaining a garden requires many dedicated hands. We want to thank 

Thomas for donating and distributing soil to the herb garden and Scott for helping to fix the gates whenever they fell out 

of alignment.  

 

The drought last year caused us to conserve water any way we can. We installed 2 rain barrels behind the shed. It didn’t 

take long for us to fill them as the season brought many rainy days. Todd (Caroline’s husband), also the master of re-

using found materials cleverly installed the gutters and barrels spending only a minimal amount of money. Thank you for 

your handy-work, Todd! 

 

Barb, from a local horse stable in Lynn Valley delivered a load of manure for us. We had a handful of very brave people 

help unload the ripe manure. It’s been maturing since July so gardeners are welcome to take some in the spring. 

 

We held many clean-up parties throughout the season to 

prune the trees and shrubs, weed the pathways and beds and 

tame the blackberries. We want to say a special “Thank You” 

to Trisha McCarthy at the Parks Department in the District of 

North Vancouver for sending her crew out to pick up our yard 

waste debris. They were also responsible for leveling the 

gravel in front of the irrigation covers beside the mobility 

accessible plots. This enabled our former gardener, Josee to 

access her plot in her wheelchair without her wheels getting 

stuck in the gravel. Thank you to all the gardeners who came 

out to the work parties. It was great to catch up and 

contribute to the garden looking so great! 

 

The EGP garden‘s current crew of Marj & Susan will also have Fiona join us next year. In addition, we have gardeners 

Jenn and her kids, Kai and Zoe, Taeko and Suzanne help us with watering so we can focus of sowing, weeding, 

harvesting, staking and planning. We could use 2 more gardeners to help with watering one day a week. Please email 

Susan if interested. By the way, our harvest this year matched last year’s total of 350lbs of produce going to the Harvest 

Project and Food Hub! If you got free seedlings this year, it was donated by Marj who always sows extras. Thanks Marj! 
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We held a year end potluck in September and presented 3 

awards. Steve D. won “Most Creative Use of Space”, Megumi 

and Thomas for “Most Unique Veggie” with their Shiso plant 

and the “Super Keen Lil’ Bean” award goes to Kai and Zoe who 

helped out with the Edible Garden Project by watering and 

harvesting. Congrats everyone! The awards hand painted by 

Susan will be reused for 2017’s recipients at the fall potluck 

party.  

 

We said good-bye to many gardeners who either moved or 

couldn’t tend to their gardens anymore. So, 2017 will see 

many new faces who will bring a variety of experiences and 

stories with them. We look forward to a great gardening 

season with you all! 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

Susan Wallace 

Garden Coordinator 
Lillooet Park Community Garden 
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CHARROS COMMUNITY GARDEN ANNUAL REPORT 
 

In our 5th growing season at the Charros Community Garden, 
we tried to think of some ways that we could deepen our 
connections with the community and to make our garden a 
more welcoming space for both gardeners and the 
community to enjoy.   The community projects that were 
initiated this year included some creative additions to our 
garden, improving our seating area, and initiating a “sharing 
our bounty” project.     
 
Our season was kicked-off with a pot luck and sign painting 
party at the North Shore Neighbourhood House (NSNH).  
Gardeners got in touch with their crafty sides, painting rocks 
and pieces of wood.  This was done in an effort to 
“personalize” our garden plots and to hopefully discourage 
those pesky “produce thieves” from snatching ready-to-pick 
produce.  Who knows if these personalized items help deter 
theft…regardless, we had a great time enjoying a meal 
together and creating our works of art!   
 
This was only the start of our creative season at Charros… 
 
One of the first projects that we tackled in 2016 was building 
a coffee table for the seating area.   Thank you to the 
gardeners who helped build the table and also to the 
gardener who donated a patio umbrella to make the space 
more comfortable to use on those hot summer days.   
 
Another welcome addition to the garden were some “water 
me” signs that one of our gardeners created.  This gardener 
noted that some plants wilting/dying when gardeners were 
taking summer holidays, so she created signs for gardeners to 
use.  These signs were often in use and the gardeners who 
used them were very appreciative that their plants were 
watered while they were away.   
 

The Charros fairy garden is another project that was started 
in 2016.  Charros shares the same city block as two daycares 
and a playground.  In order to add some interest to our “little 
visitors”, we started constructing our very own fairy garden.  
We hope to continue enhancing this little garden next year.     
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Another community project which Charros initiated this year was the “sharing our bounty” 
project.  The Food Bank operates out of the NSNH on Wednesday mornings.  Thank you to 
all the gardeners who donated extra or unwanted produce over the 2016 growing season.  
The Food Bank was very appreciative of any produce that we shared.  Hopefully there will 
be interest to continue this initiative next year.  This project would not have been possible 
without the help of one very dedicated gardener who collected and delivered these 
donations.   
 
Thank you to all of the Charros gardeners who volunteered in our garden this season – we 
appreciate all of the weeding, pruning, watering, wood chipping, and mulching that you do!  
We are also very fortunate to have a few gardeners who spend far more than their 12 hour 
minimum working in our garden.  This does not go unnoticed – thank you!    

    
In 2016, we said goodbye to two coordinators, Elizabeth Shewchuck and Kate Sandilands.  We would like to thank them 
for all of the time and effort that they have volunteered to Charros and the NSCGS.  We would particularly like to say 
thank you to Kate, who has been a coordinator at Charros since 2014.  Her enthusiasm about gardening and 
commitment to making Charros a space for both gardeners and community members to enjoy will be missed.   

 
Respectfully submitted, 

Eliza Waddell 

Garden Coordinator 
Charros Community Garden 
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NORTH VANCOUVER CITY HALL COMMUNITY GARDEN ANNUAL REPORT 
 

We have now completed four full seasons of gardening at City Hall. We started the 
year off with the Annual General Meeting which was attended by almost all our 
gardeners It was fantastic to see everyone in one place with some great 
brainstorming of ideas for activities.  We then got our spring gardens underway.   
 
Our gardeners include plenty of old hands now, so the compost system is a well-
oiled machine.  With coordinators using bi-weekly automated reminders to prompt 
notifications at the start of each compost “shift”, the roster system continued to 
work extremely well with everyone contributing in turn. 
 
This year we also introduced a whiteboard to our shed, to allow gardeners to leave notes for others.  With our small 22 
plot garden, this system seemed to be a good way to organize exchanges such as watering other gardens while people 
are on vacation.  Since we try not to share email addresses, this notice board is our attempt to increase communications 
between gardeners, and building of community.  We also arranged with City Hall to install a switch for an existing light 
that was a relic from the shed construction - it is great to be able to see in the shed in the dark now! 
 
Again, as a very public garden, we had some problems with theft of produce.  We hope to address this in the new year 
with replacement signage, as for much of 2016 we were without any notices to the public about looking but not 
touching. 

 
Perhaps as a result of our increasing maturity as a garden, as coordinators the biggest issue or struggle has become 
encouraging participation and motivation amongst our gardeners for community events and activities beyond simply 
tending individual plots.  Few of the great ideas from the AGM were progressed by our gardeners.  We held a couple of 
small work parties to concentrate on weeding the paths, and also purchased materials in hopes of our gardeners 
stepping up to paint the shed.  While several gardeners cleaned and prepped the shed ready to be painted, we have yet 
to find volunteers for the main task.   
 
The summer growing season seemed shorter and wetter than in previous years, but our gardens still flourished and gave 
great enjoyment to us all. Here’s to a wonderful gardening season in 2017! 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

Sheila Cano & Briony Croft 

Garden Coordinators 
North Vancouver City Hall Community Garden  
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ST. ANDREWS COMMUNITY GARDEN ANNUAL REPORT 
 

Our garden is located beside St. Andrews Church on St. Georges Street.  It 

is unique because it is situated on land owned by St. Andrews Church.  

When we have work parties it is to help the church maintain their 

property around the gardens.  We have developed an herb garden beside 

the steps to the school near the garden.  This provides fresh herbs to the 

gardeners and to the church for their community lunches.  The church also 

has garden beds with ours to grow fresh food for the community lunches.  

We have established a close relationship with the church and Judith 

Hardcastle, the minister.  They have been very generous by providing a 

hose and a place inside the church to store our tools. 

 

Our first work party of 2016 was combined with a potluck dinner.  We 

weeded the herb beds and the church beds, spread compost and generally 

made the area look attractive after the winter.  We only have ten gardens 

and most of the gardeners come out to help and to socialize. 

 

Our second work party and pot luck was in 

September to clean up the herb garden, remove 

dead plants from our own beds and the church 

beds, and generally make everything tidy for the 

winter. We are able to have potluck dinners with 

each work party because Judith offers us the use 

of the kitchen and the gathering room in the 

Friendship Hall of the church. 

 

We had two new gardeners start this and we are 

very happy to have them with us.  They are a great 

addition to our little community. 

 

The gardens are located right beside St. Georges Street and the neighbours 

enjoy stopping by the gardens and watching the plants grow through the 

season.  They also like to give advice when needed and we always 

appreciate it.  Children from the school and those heading to the 

playground like to check out the gardens too.  

 

Once again, I’d like to thank Judith Hardcastle and St. Andrews United 

Church for their generous offer of the use of their land for our gardens and 

the help to keep our gardens growing.  It is a wonderful gift. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

Faye Maddock 

Garden Coordinator 
St. Andrews Community Garden 
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LYNN VALLEY LIONS COMMUNITY GARDEN ANNUAL REPORT 
 

It was a very quiet year for the Lynn Valley Lions 
Community Garden. Our garden is “young” 
enough yet to not require a lot of work or T.L.C. 
in the area of general garden maintenance. 
Enough volunteer time to keep the border 
garden presentable has usually arrived as and 
when needed. This will be changing soon 
enough as areas that will need to be addressed 
in the near future are starting to identify 
themselves (compost bins will be needing some 
attention this year) and annual projects (border 
garden, seating area plants and weeding of 
garden pathways) will need additional volunteer 
hours to keep them looking good. 
 

The 2016 growing season proved to be a challenging one for many of us, 
as local weather patterns returned closer to the norm and unsettled early 
summer weather followed great April and May gardening weather. After 
two seasons of lots of sunshine and hot weather, the cool, damp weather 
in June and early July proved to be a challenge in sustaining warm-
weather crops while the unseasonable temperatures in April and May 
brought their own challenges for the early-season cool weather crops. In 
spite of this topsy-turvy weather and the challenges it presented, the 
garden flourished and produced an abundance of flowers and edibles for 
most of our gardeners. 

 
A very large THANK YOU again this year to our Master Gardener, 
Mary Ellen MacCallum, who, (as usual) was very generous with her 
time and gardening knowledge. Mary Ellen conducted workshops in 
the garden throughout the spring and summer, covering a variety of 
topics and addressing any and all questions supplied by the attending 
gardeners.  She is a great resource for our community and we would 
encourage all gardeners, new or experienced, to make an effort to 
attend one or more of Mary Ellen’s sessions this coming season 
(NOTE: these sessions are open to everyone – not just L.V.L.C.G. 
members). 
 
Finally, a special welcome to Fiona Lewis, our new garden 
coordinator (she’s taking over the position from Jessica) who now has 
plot # 37 and will be joining our garden community for the coming 
growing season. 
 
Enough of this never-ending winter weather – let’s get on with 
Spring! 

 
 Respectfully submitted, 

Steve Korsa & Fiona Lewis 

Garden Coordinators 
Lynn Valley Lions Community Garden 
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GARIBALDI PARK COMMUNITY GARDEN ANNUAL REPORT 
 

The past year has been a time of consolidation for 

Garibaldi Park Community Garden as our new 

garden moved into its second year. Most of us were 

new gardeners when we started out and eagerly 

gleaned tidbits of knowledge from the more 

experienced among us. We have been casually 

sharing information, learning from each other and it 

is starting to show in the wonderful crops we grew 

this past summer.  

 

One unexpected crop many of us grew was 

“compost tomatoes” that we received from the first 

batch of compost made in our own bins. The crop’s 

true identity had some of us fooled at first and 

when we found out what they were, most were 

thrilled with their free tomato starters. As they were prolific, we had enough to 

plant a few in the perimeter and common beds hoping that tomato pilferers 

would pinch those ones instead of the tomatoes from the plots; an enterprise 

that seemed to succeed as there were not many complaints of stolen tomatoes 

in 2016. 

 

Monthly work parties through the spring, summer and fall were well attended 

so the work was quickly dealt with. The work parties provided us with great 

opportunities to become better acquainted with our fellow gardeners and swap 

gardening tips. There’s plenty of time for a chat while digging weeds out of 

gravel!  

 

Thanks to Garibaldi park trees for providing us with a good supply of maple 

leaves to store as brown matter for our compost. And thanks to the municipal 

leaf blowing men who blew them into a pile one day that we were able to scoop 

up and wheelbarrow across to the garden. I wonder if they wonder where their 

leaf pile went. 
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Thanks to Jana for conducting a compost workshop with our neighbouring daycare 

children as our outreach event for the year. The children had been kindly 

contributing to our compost bins and they really enjoyed learning about the whole 

compost cycle, including the earthworms! 

 

We welcomed 8 new gardeners to the garden during the year and our waiting list has 

been keeping steady at around the 50 people mark. 

 

Our compost captain system of two captains every two weeks seems to be working 

smoothly and we have some lovely compost brewing. Those on compost duty in late 

December/early January were lucky enough to be able to put their feet up and relax as the compost bins were first of all 

frozen shut and after a couple of weeks they were buried under 12 inches of snow and ice. The whole garden looked 

very pretty at that time with little ice caps on the fence posts and garden sign. Now it has thawed and the emerging kale 

plants are getting sweeter in anticipation of being eaten in spring. 

 

It’s nearly seeding time again!  

 

Thanks everyone! 

 

(Thanks to Liz McDonald for her excellent photos: flowers, sunflower and a bee on a cone flower.) 
 

 
Kind regards, 

Sue Ansell, Gary Ansell, Jana Ogdenova & Lori Bell 

Garden Coordinators 
Garibaldi Park Community Garden 
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TREASURER’S REPORT: HIGHLIGHTS 
 

 As at Dec. 31, 2016, the North Shore Community Garden Society has $23,975.15 in our bank account. 

 Garden fees are due on March 1, 2017. Please give your payments to your Garden Coordinators. Cheques can 
be made out to NORTH SHORE COMMUNITY GARDEN SOCIETY.      

 Anticipating that all garden plots will be rented, our funds should increase by approximately $5,000. 

 It's been a pleasure to serve as your treasurer.  
 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2016 
 

    

        

Opening Balance in Fund:     

  Queen Mary Gardens              5,340.49  

  Lillooet Gardens              1,094.75  

  Charros Gardens              3,688.05  

  North Van City Garden                 275.64  

  St. Andrews                 181.81  

  Lynn Valley              6,551.31  

  Garibaldi                2,058.00  

  General Fund                 110.00  

  Donations A/C                 100.00  

  VanCity Interest Earned                  13.24  

                 19,413.29  

  VanCity Membership Shares                    5.12  

  BlueShore Financial Membership Shares                  27.51  

               19,445.92  

      

Funds Received:        

    Plot Rentals:       

  Queen Mary Gardens              1,997.00  

  Lillooet Gardens                 766.00  

  Charros Gardens                 782.65  

  North Van City Garden                 193.00  

  St. Andrews                 110.00  

  Lynn Valley                 612.00  

  Garibaldi                   644.00  

    Donations & Grants:     

  
Grant from City of North Vancouver - 
Queen Mary              3,600.00  

                 8,704.65  

      

Expenditures:       

  Queen Mary Gardens                 513.86  

  Lillooet Gardens                 276.59  

  Charros Gardens                 122.98  

  North Van City Garden                 126.70  

  St. Andrews                  38.82  

  Lynn Valley                 221.24  

  Garibaldi                   222.35  

                 1,522.54  
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    Grant expenditure     

  
Grant from City of North Vancouver - 
Queen Mary              2,622.31  

                 4,144.85  

      

Closing Funds:       

  
Grant from City of North Vancouver - 
Queen Mary                 977.69  

  Queen Mary Gardens              6,823.63  

  Lillooet Gardens              1,584.16  

  Charros Gardens              4,347.72  

  North Van City Garden                 341.94  

  St. Andrews                 252.99  

  Lynn Valley              6,942.07  

  Garibaldi               2,479.65  

  General Fund                 110.00  

  VanCity Donations a/c - closed July 2016                       -    

  
BSF Contingency/Savings Fund Interest 
Earned                  66.77  

  VanCity Interest Earned                  15.40  

                 23,942.02  

  BSF Membership Shares                  27.85  

  VanCity Membership Shares                    5.28  

               23,975.15  

      

Balance Sheet as at  Dec.31, 2016   

Assets       

  VanCity Bank a/c             14,250.98  

  VanCity Membership Shares                    5.28  

  VanCity Donations a/c - closed July 2016                       -    

  
VanCity Contingency Fund - Lynn Valley 
(Lions Club)              4,500.00  

  BSF Bank a/c                     2.26  

  BSF Savings Account/Contingency Fund              5,188.78  

  BSF Membership Shares                  27.85  

               23,975.15  

      

Equity       

  Garden Members Equity             23,975.15  

               23,975.15  

        

 
 


